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INTRODUCTION
1. About EDCC BLOCKCHAIN
EDCC BLOCKCHAIN emerged from the idea of trading transactions done by EDCC
Crypto's community. The community itself was established in 2016, where the members
have the same characteristic - the passion for cryptocurrency. The members have also
reaped the benefits from their trading activities, as well as increasing their well-being.
EDCC intends to share this experience with the world's population, in order to raise
individuals' well-being significantly.

2. EDCC BLOCKCHAIN Backbones
Mr. Abdulrahman Yusuf
CEO and FOUNDER
Abdulrahman Yusuf is well-known as a professional
cryptocurrency practitioner. Mr. Rahman is also the
founder of EDCCASH miners’ community – which
now possess thousands of members. His philosophy
behind EDCC BLOCKCHAIN is to enable and increase
the needs and well-being of its members.
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3. Corporate Identity
EDCC BLOCKCHAIN is managed by EDC Gateway PTY LTD. The company is supported by
young talented professionals with various backgrounds, such as Cryptocurrency
experts, IT, Blockchain, Legislation Compliance Advisor and Digital Marketing.
Our team is fully committed to bring EDCC BLOCKCHAIN's vision comes to life.
EDC Gateway PTY LTD is a financial technology (fintech) company, which enables its
close partners to provide blockchain services & comply with the related regulations. The
company also provides fund custodian on behalf of business partners.

VISION
We aimed to be the best cryptocurrency for every purpose in life. EDCC BLOCKCHAIN is a
new cryptocurrency that’s now widely owned yet; which means, the price volatility is more stable
compared to other widely owned cryptocurrencies. What does it mean? It means that our traders
can gain more benefits from trading EDCC BLOCKCHAIN.
EDCC BLOCKCHAIN is very easy to obtain, because we have partnerships with various
exchangers (both within and outside of the country). Aside from being used for trading activities,
EDCC BLOCKCHAIN can also be used for buying and selling material/ immaterial things. Other
benefits from owning EDCC BLOCKCHAIN is that our traders will have an opportunity to grow their
digital assets, as well as increasing their well-beings.

MISSION
1. Easy to obtain, Easy to use, Easy to trade
It is very easy to obtain EDCC BLOCKCHAIN because it’s available in various exchangers. In
Indonesia you can find EDCC BLOCKCHAIN at EDCCASH, as well as BECHIPIN. In other
countries, you can find at Crex24 and Bit-Z. EDCC BLOCKCHAIN is easy to use and easy to
trade because you can trade it within those various exchangers.

2. Growth
EDCC BLOCKCHAIN’s goal is to increase individual’s digital asset. Aside from owning and
trading well-known cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoins, Ethereum, Prizm, etc. Now, there’s
one more cryptocurrency that you can trade and reaped benefits from.

3. Prosperity
Another goal of ours is to increase individual’s well-being. As a new cryptocurrency, EDCC
BLOCKCHAIN is not widely owned yet; in which its price volatility is more stable compared to
other cryptocurrencies. Because of its stable price, traders can now gain more profit from
trading EDCC BLOCKCHAIN.
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ROAD MAP

ICO PROGRESS
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ASSET SUPPORT
EDCCASH STORE coming soon
The 1st Indonesian online store to accept EDCCASH
/ EDCC Blockchain.

PROPERTY PRIMA SEJAHTERA
The 1st Indonesian developer to accept EDCCASH
/ EDCC Blockchain.

BPR
The 1st Indonesian bank to use EDCCASH / EDCC
Blockchain as an alternative currency.
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION
EDCC BLOCKCHAIN is developed by using Scrypt algorithm. In this advanced digital era, most
of the cryptocurrencies are being mined by super-fast computers that use PoW consensus algorithms,
then developed to prove that they have the ability to create a computing energy that resulted in
creating new coins. Bitcoin uses SHA-256, but most of the other cryptocurrencies use the easiest and
most common system, called Scrypt.
Scrypt is one of the primary mining algorithms for cryptocurrency, in which it ensures the
process of cryptocurrencies' development. In this article, we'll break down a brief definition of Scrypt
Algorithm Development, how it was originally built, how cryptocurrencies mining - based on Scrypt
Algorithm is being done, what are the benefits, and many more.
What is PoS?
Blockchain systems could be separated into two different systems. Those two systems are
Proof of Work (PoW) and Proof of Stake (PoS). The mining process that uses PoW system requires a
large amount of electricity being used. While the PoS system requires less amount of power.
Therefore, crypto miners can use digital devices with low specifications by using PoS system. EDCC
BLOCKCHAIN uses the PoS system, because we consider the simplicity for the miners to execute their
mining activities.
EDCC BLOCKCHAIN is generated under EDCCASH and EDCC BLOCKCHAIN developer. In terms
of coins, we owned two billions of premined coins - similar to 1% from total supply of coins.
Average blocks will be generated over every 60 seconds. The coin is considered as valid and
can be used for transaction if it has reached 10 blocks. In EDCC BLOCKCHAIN, we believe that a coin
needs to be distributed evenly and in a fair manner. We have also provided a 144% profit on each
wallet - as a reward.
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1. Wallet Encryption
Wallet encryption allows you to secure your wallet, so that you can view transactions and your
account balance, miner is required to enter his/ her password before doing transactions using
their EDCC Blockchain. This step is necessary to provide protection from wallet-stealing
viruses and trojans, as well as a sanity check before sending payments.

2. Mining Reward
Miners will earn a 144% profit per year. That profit is gained from the mining results that keeps
going on for a year. The profit will vary between miners, because it depends on each miners’
balance.

3. Open Source Software
EDCC Blockchain is developed using Scrypt algorithm. In this advanced digital era, most of the
cryptocurrencies are being mined by super-fast computers that use PoW consensus
algorithms, then developed to prove that they have the ability to create a computing energy,
that resulted in creating new coins. Bitcoin uses SHA-256, but most of the other
cryptocurrencies use the easiest and most common system, called Scrypt

4. Proof of Stake (POS)
EDCC Blockchain using Proof of Stake (PoS) concept states that a person can mine or validate
block transactions, based on the coins that the miner holds. This means that the more EDCC
Blockchain owned by a miner, the more mining power he or she has.
-

With Proof of Stake (POS), EDCC miners can mine or validate block transactions based on
the amount of Bitcoin a miner holds.
Proof of Stake (POS) was created as an alternative to Proof of Work (POW), which is the
original consensus algorithm in Blockchain technology, used to confirm transactions and
add new blocks to the chain.
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Proof of Work (POW) requires huge amounts of energy, with miners needing to sell their
coins to ultimately foot the bill; Proof of Stake (PoS) gives mining power based on the
percentage of coins held by a miner.

5. Premines
EDCC Blockchain owned 2 Billions of premined coins - similar to 1% from total supply of
coins.

6. Coin Generation
Average blocks will be generated over every 60 seconds. The coin is considered valid and can
be used for transaction if it has reached 10 blocks.

EDCC BLOCKCHAIN PARTNERS

BECHIPIN

EDCCASH

Coin Market Cap (Coming Soon)
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